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要　　　旨

中小企業の事務部門はデジタルシステムに移行しつつあるが，その際日々変わっていくビジネ

ス環境に適合することは，中小企業にとって大変なことである．例えば，何かを購入する承認の

印またはサインのように，一見単純な仕事であっても，デジタルシステムでの仕事に変えること

は容易ではなく，情報技術専門家の助けが必要である．この問題を解決するため，一般のユーザ

でも情報専門家の助けなしに，簡単に維持・カスタマイズできるオフィス情報システムを構築し

た．紹介するPIAシフトウェアフレームワークは，この問題解決に向けての第一歩で，インター

ネットで用いられているオープンスタンダードを拡張して，実際に使用する人自身が維持・変更

ができるような「情報を主体としたアプリケーション」を迅速に開発したり，配置したりするこ

とができる．このソースコードはシステムインテグレーションを促進し，技術革新をすばやく行

うためのwww.RiSource.orgにおいて，情報開発者の他のリソースと合わせて公開されている．

ABSTRACT

As smaller offices move their business processes to digital systems, they face a big challenge in

maintaining and adapting these systems to ever-changing business conditions. Seemingly simple

changes, like updating a purchase approval process to require an additional signature, can become

difficult to implement and require costly IT support. To solve this problem, we must build office

information systems that can be easily maintained and customized by non-programmers. The PIA

software framework described provides a significant step towards this solution. This technology

extends the open standards of the Internet and enables developers to rapidly build and deploy

information intensive applications that can be maintained by the people who use them. To facilitate

system integration and ensure rapid evolution of the technology, the source code for this software is

publicly available from www.RiSource.org along with other resources for information developers.

                                                       
* PIA Group, Ricoh Silicon Valley
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 1．Introduction

Digital networks provide an effective method for

distributing office information. E-mail and web pages are much

faster and cheaper to distribute than paper documents.

Furthermore, electronic documents provide an opportunity to

increase productivity by automating some of the document

processing. For example, data on an electronic form can be

automatically entered into a database or routed to a manager

for approval. With the widespread adoption of the open

Internet standards, the basic technology is now easily

affordable, even for small offices.

However, technology itself does not provide a complete

solution to customer needs. Every office has unique

requirements that change over time. Unlike paper based

systems, where an office worker can easily annotate a

document, modify a form, or otherwise customize the

information processing, digital office systems cannot be

modified without special technical skills and knowledge.

The Platform for Information Appliances (PIA) provides a

new approach to building information processing systems that

give office workers the capability to customize and adapt

applications without the need for specialized programming

skills and knowledge. The PIA software technology was

originally created by Ricoh Silicon Valley and is now being
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developed as open source software. Applications built on this

platform consist primarily of XML1 pages that describe both

the content and processing of the information. The PIA

software engine transforms these structured documents and

performs actions as needed in the context of the application.

Modifications are made simply by editing the XML pages.
Purchase Request
Requestor: ___________________________

Expense type: ___________________________

Suggested supplier:__________________

Contact:

 Items to Purchase
Product Code Description Quantity Cost

Signature:  ________________________

Approval: _________________________

Purchase Request
Requestor: ___________________________

Expense type: ___________________________

Items to Purchase

Product Code Description Quantity Cost

Signature:  ________________________

Approval: _________________________

Fig.1a Paper documents, such as a purchase request form, can be easily changed

and customized without the need for special technical skills. However,

paper documents are relatively costly to distribute and process.
1.1 Information applications

Before describing the development process, it is important

to understand the difference between information applications

and software applications. Conventional software applications

embed small amounts of information in a lot of software. Users

interact with the system through a specialized graphical user

interface (GUI) that provides many different operations.

Information applications2, in contrast, embed a large

amount of information in a small amount of software.Users

interact through standard Web browsers with simple actions:

make a choice, buy or sell, enter a small amount of data and

get a result.

The rapid rise of the Internet has been fueled by "killer"

information applications like Amazon.com and Ebay oriented

towards mass-market consumer items.There is an even bigger

opportunity to bring the advantages of information

applications to common to business processes. Already, fast-

growing companies, like Ariba, CommerceOne, and TriNet,
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Fig.1b Digital information systems provide efficient distribution, but require

specialized programming skills to modify or customize. Typically an

information specialist creates a specification to be implemented by a

programmer, usually an expensive and time-consuming process.

Platform for Information Applications

Domain specific tags

Document Processing engine

Fig.1c The Platform for Information Applications provides a new design for

digital information systems that makes it possible to modify and

customize applications without programming skills. Information specialist

can directly create and modify applications consisting of XML documents

that use tags that describe both the layout and processing of the

information.
provide Web based services such as procurement, HR benefits,

accounting, and scheduling. The next step is to provide

customized information applications that serve individual

office needs and can be easily customized and maintained as

business conditions change. As shown below, the PIA

approach provides a cost-effective way of building such

applications.
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 2．The Platform for Information

Applications

Existing Web applications generally consist of a mixture of

HTML pages and software. The integration of these

components depends on the design of the application and the

configuration of the Web server. Typically the Web server will

examine a request from a client (Web browser) and respond
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by either sending back the appropriate HTML page or running

one of the software programs, called a CGI script, and

returning the output to the client. CGI scripts may be written

in any programming language with Perl, C, and Python being

among the most popular choices. There are many alternative

design choices for Web applications. In addition to CGI scripts,

client requests may be handled directly by calling special C

modules or Java Servlets that have been integrated with the

Web server or by executing snippets programming language

embedded in HTML as with Active Server Pages (ASP) or Java

Server Pages (JSP).

In all these cases, the current design for Web applications

requires programming tools and skills to make any

modifications to the application. Oftentimes, even the static

HTML components are embedded into the software so that

just changing the text of a page (not to mention the

processing) requires modification of the source code and

recompilation.

The PIA provides an alternative design that makes it easy to

maintain and customize information applications. Applications

are organized as collections of "active" documents. The
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documents are active in the sense that a processing engine can

dynamically perform actions associated with the documents in

the context of an application. To work properly, these

documents must be structured documents that use a markup

language3, most commonly HTML or XML.
Conventional
Web application

Fig.2a Conventional Web applications consist of a

mixture of HTML pages and software programs.

Even simple modifications of the application

require programming tools and skills. Worse yet,

the wide range of heterogeneous designs makes it

difficult even for skilled programmers to maintain

a suite of applications.
Document processing engine

<define element=pending>
<action> <repeat><foreach>&forms;  </foreach>
 <li><a href=show_form>…

XML document

Tag definitions

Result document
(e.g. HTML page)

<title>Forms home page</title>
…
<pending> </pending>
<a href=status>Status of
forms...

Fig.2b PIA applications consist primarily of XML pages

that may be easily modified without programming

tools or skills. These pages utilize a set of tags that

are specific to the application. Upon request, a

particular page is retrieved and processed through

the document processing engine which performs

any actions associated with the tags in that page.

For example, in the workflow application a

<pending> tag expands into the list of forms

currently waiting for the user's signature. When

necessary new tags may be added with actions

specified either in terms of existing tags or directly

in a programming language like Java. This basic

design greatly simplifies maintenance and works

well across a broad range of information

applications.
XML provides a simple syntax for structured documents.

Each element of the document is denoted by a tag, for

example the title of a document is marked by a title tag:

"<title> My Document Title </title>."

The PIA uses XML in a unique way by allowing actions to be

associated with tags. A processing engine dynamically

performs these actions as pages are sent in response to a

request. For example a repeat tag might have an iterator

action associated with it. The processing engine converts
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"<repeat list="1 2 3" entity="a"> Item <get name="a" />

</repeat>" into "Item 1 Item 2 Item 3."

Modifications to an application are made by editing the XML

files. As with HTML, editing can be done using a generic text

editor or special HTML/XML application. (Most HTML editors

now support XML.) Unlike other approaches, editing the XML

for a PIA application directly modifies the associated

processing. There's no separate step required to locate and
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modify a CGI script or other program.

The actions associated with tags are also represented in

XML. The application designer usually defines a set of tags,

which are appropriate to the application. The actions

associated with these tags are collected together into a single

document called a "tagset." Note that by using different tagsets

in different contexts, the same tag may have several different

actions associated with it.
Selection tags
Printing  tags

WebPrinter
WebPrinter

Fig.3a The WebPrinter is a prototype information appliance enabled by the PIA. Here we show printing a customized

newspaper from Yahoo headline news. On the left is a standard browser view of a Yahoo headline news page. The

small black arrows indicate hyperlinks from the page to other pages on the Yahoo server. The WebPrinter, a

combination PIA based Web server (the home page is shown at top) and conventional printer, can process the

headline news page and create a new page that includes a check box for every link in the page (center screen shot).

The user selects the links they are interested in and submits the page back to the WebPrinter. The WebPrinter

directly retrieves the selected pages from the Yahoo server, formats them, and prints out a single document

containing all of the selected pages. In this case, the resulting document (shown on right) was formatted into two

columns and includes a table of contents. Formatting options can be selected by the user to provide pages which are

much easier to read than typical Web printouts. Note that the WebPrinter allows "driver-less" printing from any Web

browser - even handheld devices like the Palm Pilot that do not support print drivers.
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The PIA provides a set of basic tags whose actions are

implemented in the Java programming language. Information

designers define new actions in terms of existing tags. The PIA

also provides a method for programmers to extend the basic

functions by implementing new, domain specific actions in a

conventional programming language. These associated tags

can then be used in the XML pages just like any other tag.

2.1 PIA Features

As a reusable design for information applications, the PIA

has a number of features that make it an effective platform for

building a wide array of systems.

・The core engine provides all the necessary functions to

operate as a server, proxy, or client.

・The processing engine can parse and manipulate any web

document, including pages retrieved from other servers.

・Static and active content use the same syntax (no

separate programming language). They can be

intermingled and processed with other XML tools.

・The processing engine software is written in Java and

runs on most computing systems. It is designed to be

extremely portable.

・Applications can be (automatically) updated by simply

downloading new XML files.

2.2 PIA Prototypes

The PIA group at Ricoh Silicon Valley has built a number of

information appliances on the PIA technology. Some examples

are:

・WebPrinter - makes it easy to print nicely formatted,

multiple page web documents from any web browser,

even handheld devices (driver-less printing).

・PhotoAlbum - one-touch conversion and publishing of

photos from a digital camera onto the web.

・Workflow - forms system in daily use at RSV for all

purchase authorizations, expense reports, time cards, and

other office functions. Forms are automatically routed to

the appropriate person for digital signatures.

These disparate systems along with several other
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applications were built very rapidly on the PIA with almost no

conventional programming. The workflow system, for example,

was done entirely in XML with the exception of the

cryptographic action associated with the digital signature tag.

The administrative staff can easily change not only the forms

themselves, but also how those forms get routed, processed,

and viewed.
PhotoAlbum

Picture tags

Fig.3b The digital PhotoAlbum is another prototype based

upon the PIA. Photos from a digital camera are

automatically transferred onto the server and

organized into Web pages accessible from any

browser. The PhotoAlbum not only stores and

organizes pictures, but it can also interact with

other servers, for example PhotoNet or PhotoLoft,

to upload/download images or provide other

services such as custom printed T-shirts or

calendars.
 3．Open Source development:

RiSource.org

Applications are the key to a successful platform. To realize

our goal of customizable applications, the PIA approach must

appeal to the application developers. Open Source software

fulfills the needs of developers in ways that proprietary

systems simply cannot.

Open Source means that the source code for a software

program is openly available to developers over the Internet.

Anyone can view the source code, modify it, or try to integrate

it with other software. Over time, the community of
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users/developers jointly contributes to the development and

improvement of the software. Linux, Apache, BIND, Sendmail,

and many other open source projects4 demonstrate the power

of this development methodology:

・Open Source development is the fastest way to create the

most robust software possible.

・In contrast with closed source where users may have to

wait months or years for bug fixes, open source projects

release new versions on a weekly, daily, or even hourly

basis.

・Every user of an open source project is not only a beta

tester, but also a potential contributor.

・Open source software can be modified to suit particular

development needs or work with an existing system.

・Developers can be sure that the technology will be

available for the long-term and that their efforts will not

be dependent on a single vendor. Similarly, the effort of

maintaining the software will be distributed amongst the

community of users.

In March 1999, we publicly released the source code for the

PIA framework under an Open Source license that allows

anyone to use the software provided that modifications are

contributed back to the community. In conjunction with

releasing the source code, we established RiSource.org, a web

site to distribute the PIA software and coordinate

improvements contributed by both internal and external

developers.

In addition to moderating development of the processing

engine, RiSource.org supports external developers through

mailing lists and web sites. While some developers may choose

to build proprietary applications on top of the PIA, we

encourage the development of open source applications that

can be used and customized by members of the community,

including Ricoh.
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 4．Conclusion

In the future, office functions will migrate to a variety of

information applications. Many of these applications will be

packaged as information appliances and integrated with

conventional office machines and Internet based services.

These appliances will include horizontal products for common

office tasks as well as vertical products customized for a

particular market segment or customer. The Platform for

Information Applications provides a reusable design and core

technology for building customizable applications that in

combination with services can provide complete, affordable

solutions for office information processing needs.
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1 HTML, Hypertext Markup Language, is the standard

format for web pages. XML, Extensible Markup Language,

is an extension of HTML that has been adopted as a

standard by the World Wide Web Consortium.

2 Note that most information applications are also "Web

applications" served via standard Web servers and

accessed through standard Web browsers. We use the
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term "information application" to highlight the importance

of the information relative to the software.

3 The current implementation of the processing engine can

work with any SGML document. SGML, Standard

Generalized Markup Language, is an international

standard language for specifying document syntax. HTML

is an application of SGML, that is a particular document

syntax (specific set of tags) that Web browsers can

interpret and display. XML is a subset of SGML that is

well suited to online applications. The rising popularity of

XML should contribute to the development of the editors

and other tools that make it easy to develop PIA style

applications.

4 Linux is now the most famous example of open source

software and is the operating system of choice for many

Internet Service Providers. In fact, most of the Internet

infrastructure depends open source software: Apache is

the most widely used web server, BIND is used for

Domain Name Services (DNS), Sendmail for email

transport, etc.
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